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Alternate world gazetteer
by WalterKovacs

Summary

Here's a collection of some of the alternate worlds, that I've adapted. You can see the maps
that come with this world at my deviantart: http://ottovonsuds.deviantart.com/gallery/

Not all of my worlds are being uploaded to here. The 100% original ones are staying on my
Deviantart.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/WalterKovacs/pseuds/WalterKovacs


Dead Night of Space 2012

1) Dead Night of Space 2012

Here's a relatively short description based off of the future history of an obscure RPG done
by Scott Palter, one of the owners of the defunct RPG company West End Games. The main
settin for DNOS is in the late 24th century. The POD for this is naturally, China's leadership
in the 1990s deciding to put more effort into space with a corrosponding US response. A
followon butterfly from this, is the election of a more charismatic, competent and warlike
president in 2000 than Bush.

***************************************************************

Initially, outside of the announcement of a plan to land on the moon again by 2003, more
money in NAFTA the McCain administration went roughly as OTL's bush administration.
The first noticable change came with 9/11's seeing the fourth plane hitting the washington
monument and taking it down. Following the first attack, President McCain ordered the
invasion of Afghanistan, which was followed up in early 2003 with a multinational invasion
of Sudan -- done to root out 'extremism', and doing the PR work to form an international
coalition against Iraq. Unlike Bush, McCain emphasized the fact it was wartime and used it
to justify removing various tax deduction, imposing a national sales tax, a stronger national
security state along with increasing vetaran's benefits. Thanks to McCain's PR skills, the rest
of the world is more willing to work with the US in fighting terror than OTL -- the fact that
he authorized certain strategic technological transfers in 2002, 2003 and onwards helped
smooth things over with Russia and China. McCain even has smoothed this over
domestically by being rather less gung-ho about social issues than dubya, which keeps
moderates and some democrats supporting him on naitonal security grounds.

One sunny day in september, Al Qeada managed to strike again by blowing up the IMF's
headquarters, the world bank building, The New York stock exchange, the citigroup building
and the Prudential building using a mix of explosives, with one of the weapons used against
the NYSE being a dirty bomb. The Equinox attacks killed 15,000 people. After the horrifying
Equinox attacks, President McCain rallied the world once again to get approval for invasions
of Iraq, Syria and Somalia along with a joint Sino-American offensive in North Korea and
American-Indian attacks on Pakistan. With the world's financial sector being attacked, the
financial sectrs of the world mobilized to promote anti-terror efforts both at home and
overseas. This includes extensive coordination to try preventing a depression. Russia was
even given de facto NATO status and a blind eye to how it handled it's near abroad in return
for working with the United States. Like with 9/11, the equinox events led to further
clampdowns on civil liberties, particularly on the internet. For example, encryption isn't
banned but enough regulations have been put into place to make encryption de facto banned.
Commentators have referred to this as the singaporization of the first world.

While america was busy with it's international efforts to root out the various enemies to
globalization, China's rulers have pushed into space. The first sign of this was launching a
test solar power sattelite in 2004, which they followed up with by sending a large space



station in 2006. This triggered a new space race, with the stakes being military and political
this time around instead of mere prestige and science. There are solar power sattelites along
with military assets of both the United States and China. The European union largely
piggybacks on American efforts, but in 2011 launched their own commercial space station to
test the possibility of microgravity for manufacturing.

The world changed yet again, in the aftermath of the Third Taiwan Straits crisis in february
2011. Chinese drones attacked US military communications sattelites in what is recognized
as being the first attack on space assets. Quickly, Congress voted to authorize he formation of
the United States Space Force(USSF) from elements of Air Force Strategic and Space
commands, which is now given the role of defense of American assets in space. China's
rulers decided to form their own space force in response. Europe's own efforts to form a
ESSF have been stymied due to the fact that coordinating 30 nations's space effort isn't easy.

Recently, the idea of an emissions control treaty has been proposed again and is making more
headway than the Kyoto treaty proposed in OTL. So far, the plan involves the G8 nations,
The US, Canada, Japan and Korea agreeing to control carbon emissions by moving most
heavy industry and power generation to orbit. The stumbling points to this are getting large
third world nations such as Mexico, Brazil, China and India on board with the plan. A second
more serious stumbling block is the lack of some new central authority, a federation of some
sort to help coordinate this. However, Beijing's allowin Hong Kong to participate in the
emerging financial keriretsu is touted as a positive sign, even if China won't officially join.
Mexico and India's legislatures, at least are more receptive. Besides just emissions control,
there are now informal treaties coordinating the actions of the major financial centers to float
the necessary bond issues.

***************************************************************
THE BIG PLAYERS

The United States of America under McCain's successor Mitt Romney is broadly similar to
OTL's 2012 America, except there's more paranoia and militarization. Overall, it's a more
militarized and authoritarian nation; the TSA operates even in subways and gun control is
stricter than OTL with several states outright banning handguns. On social issues, it's a little
bit to the left as President McCain was more interested in the international war on terror than
bush and figured largely ignoring social issues at home would get him democrat votes -- a
few more states have gay marriage, there's some more places with medical marijuana and TV
is (slightly) less censored post-2004 than OTL. However, it's tougher on illegal immigration
and the federal government maintains a much larger security state than OTL. The overall
cultural flavor can be compared to the early post-9/11 days of OTL except extended thanks to
the fact that the attacks have kept on coming.

The People's Republic of China isn't much different from OTL. In a world where fears of
terrorism and lawlessness are rife, the first world is more willing to let Chinese conduct at
home slide than OTL. The fact that they can claim that unrelated unrest is somehow tied to
muslim seperatists in East turkestan is just an additional bonus. The fact that the great
recession of OTL's 2007 and onwards hasn't happens means China is about 10-15% richer
and it shows.



The European union may be a bit more conservative and filled with security cameras than
OTL but it'd be recognizable to a visitor from our world. As a rule, conservative parties tend
to predominate with some states even featuring right-populist parties in their governing
coalitions. Even the left has rediscovered it's secularism and is in the process of jettisoning
any sympathy for europe's muslim populations. While it hasn't gotten to the point of
deportation yet, the old tolerance of muslim urban ghettoes has eroded and there are
assimilatory pushes to ensure that they become more european, or at least jettison headgear.
The fact that these pushes just generate unrest only gains more support for the right.

As is the trend for everywhere else, India is well to the right of OTL. India may be missing a
few cities thanks to the kargil war, but it's rebuilt and is doing roughly as well as OTL. Indian
troops frequently make the news due to their... rough conduct in the indian occupation zone
in pakistan. The Daily mail newspaper in Britain is currently running a story about
sensational claims of "thuggee sacrifices" and Fox news has even started running with it,
since their story about the suicide of lady gaga is starting to get old.

***************************************************************
THE REST OF THE WORLD

Following certain agreements made in 2001-3, Mexico has started to do better. President
McCain offered Mexico economic assistance, labor mobility and exclusive free trade for a
few hand-picked low wage industries in return for Mexican cooperation on security issues,
environmental issues and prevention of third country illegals from sneaking in through
Mexico. Presidente Fox quickly accepted. Mexico isn't first world, but is only a decade or so
away from convergence with the lower first world.

Brazil is roughly as OTL but most of latin america outside of Brazil isn't doing so great.
Uruguay, Argentina and Chile are roughly as OTL but the rest of latin america besides those
four looks like it's going to have a troubled future.

Israel isn't even thinking about leaving the occupied territories and PM Lieberman is working
on turning Israel into a panopticon. In order to further this goal, he has pumped tens of
millions of dollars into university computer departments in the hopes of creating a native
israeli cadre of hackers.

Afghanistan, Iraq, Sudan, Somalia, Sudan, Syria are all occupied by the US and it's allies.
There are now US special forces 'advisors' helping the shaky post-"Middle Eastern summer"
new democracies in Libya, Iran, Yemen, Tunisia, Jordan along with keeping the peace along
the sudanese and Darfuri borders.

The Saudis are still repressive, but unlike OTL aren't in the business of state sponsorship of
terror or even money laundering for terrorists anymore. Not even King Fuad wants to anger
both the United States and People's Republic of china.

Much of the third world is of course screwed even worse than OTL thanks to the fact that the
big powers are monopolizing the oil and other resources more than OTL to name a few
reasons. Some say, with justification that the increased number of failed states will prove
problematic. The fact that recent terror attacks have emanated from groups working in
muslim west africa and ex-soviet central asia seems to back this up.



***************************************************************

Unlike OTL, the big powers are clearly monopolizing the oil and other vital resources. This
means lower prices in the US, Europe, India, Japan, China and those nations willing to work
with the emerging G-12 consensus. The rest of the planet shall we say gets a reduced share of
oil if they're lucky. This causes instability.

There is an emerging international consensus that states should have strong national security
states. In fact, states which are allied such as the US and the European Union even have their
national security organs doing extensive cooperation. There are more efforts to record all
phone or net communications than OTL. More of the planet is like the current 2012 United
Kingdom with cameras everywhere.

Space, materials science, medicine and certain aspects of biotechnology still cotninue to
show visible advances. However, most other other pieces of science largely cease to do so as
the research pipeline has largely dried up -- the force draft push of 1945-1991 is long over
and the spinoffs from it havr all been explored. Electorates are willing to fund security and
health, but most regard basic research as a risky and expensive luxury. This is most visible in
military technology where research has largely ceased due to the great powers all already
having the best weapons. Also, increasing percentages of what research end up behind
governmental or corporate security walls for one reason or another.

Islamophobia is of course at a high worldwide in this troubled world.



Dead Night of Space: 2080

Chapter Summary

The second Dead Night of space-related description.

2) Dead Night of Space 2080

A sequel piece to my original DNOS-based scenario. This carries forward the action up until
2080. It goes from being simply the war on terror to the War on Terror IN SPACE. This is of
course a bit of new material done since the original source didn't have quite as much detail to
adapt for this particular time period as I would have liked so it's taken a bit longer for me to
do than the first.

***************************************************************

For the next 79 years, many of the trends of the 21st century continued. National security
states developed, globalization's many enemies attempted futile resistance against the
emerging global order, economic and strategic focuses on space developed, most of the third
world imploded and technology stagnated for the most part. There are of course other visible
trends which will also be explored.

THE BIG TRENDS

The wrecker war has continued onwards without end. The early islamist wave got put down,
which means that as of 2080 jihadis are actually a minor part of the wrecker problem.
Nowadays, there are quite a few old-style communist wreckers stirring up trouble, along with
of course the perennial anarchist menace. The current fear, is that wreckers may have already
created hidden colonies out in the belt.

In response to the Wrecker problem, the electorates of the Federation's member states have as
a rule chosen to implement national security states. Security cameras are everywhere, all
financial transactions are recorded by governments, use of cash is de facto illegal and all
phone and net messages are recorded somewhere with encryption of messages without ‘due
cause’ being a possible new charge if you are arrested for something. This is not a totalitarian
dystopia -- the voters have democratically chosen order and security. Think the surveillance
of big brother, combined with.

The mineral and energy crunches of the early 21st century were solved by extensive
development of orbital solar power, asteroid mining along with lots of usage of ersatz
subsitutes and recycling. This led to the economic development of the solar system from the
belt inwards. These days, there is even (so far) small-scale mining of Jupiter's atmosphere.
Alas, economic development doesn't necessarily translate into anyone actually wanting to put



effort into terraforming yet -- there are a few thousand people living on both mars and venus
but Earth Corp just doesn't care.

Outside of the Federation's member states, most of the third world has simply imploded and
fallen into anarchy. These are most of africa, the muslim world as a whole and of course most
of non-brazilian or mexican latin america. Strategic or resource-rich areas such as central
america or nigeria ended up under some form of federation control from outside. Whether
this is simply armed guards watching resource production facilities or the regions being
annexed and governed as commonwealths like in the case of the former central american
republics depends on local conditions. Everywhere that isn't strategic or resource-rich is
simply left to die by a Federation that doesn't consider propping up failed states worth it's
time or effort.

Economic expansion into space began, motivated by first national security concerns and then
resource constraints. Asteroid mining, mining of gas giants, orbital solar power and of course
luxury vacations for the rich have justified large-scale expansion of space operations. Alas,
this doesn't translate into as much human settlement as one would like -- there's only 25,000
people living in space so far and accidents do happen. There are, of course rumors of stations
vanishing into the black but this doesn't translate into as much of a reaction as one might
think.

Unfortunately, technology has tended to stagnate for the most part. The technological
advancement rate from 2012 to 2080 is roughly around 1/3 of the 20h century's rate of
advancement. Part of it is paranoia from governments and another part is electorates
unwilling to spend money on basic research. The only areas with visible advances have been
medicine, security and materials science. What other advances have happened is because of
side effects from advances in one of the three areas that actually recieves interest and
funding. For military technology, there has been a basic conservatism in terms of weaponry
much like 1650 to 1815 in OTL -- A 2080 Clarke tank would be recognizable to someone
whose driven a current day Abrams tank. Yes, the interface woiuld be more logical, and the
armor more resistant to attack but it'd less different than say a WWII tank compared to a 2012
tank.,.

EVERYTHING ELSE

One trend that's been in place since the early 21st century has been the abolition of various
'sin' laws, along with reduction or removal of constraints like drinknig age, age of consent et
al in most of the civilized world. Sex, drugs and so forth simply don't engage public concern
the way Wrecker attacks do.

Earth's big powers, decided to form an international organization to coordinate their deals and
to form an alliance against the Wrecker problem. The United States, the European Union's
members, China, Brazil, India, Korea and Russia form the core. The United Nations and
WTO of course have become largely vestigial. They were replaced, in 2012 with a new
"Federation" organization which was created so that the big powers and multinationals could
have an organization to coordinate their deals without the existing baggage of the UN.
Federation manages off-planet activities through Earth Corp, a company that acts as a public
face for a cartel of companies that handles space and environmental matters. The militaries of



the big boys are coordinated through Fleet. While people remain technically employed by
their national forces, there is an increasing trend of people spending their careers with Fleet.

A trend that's recent, is the formation of "grey" colonies, which are known only to a few and
mostly tolerated which began with the decision by IBM in 2073 to allow a group of
libertarian off-planet tech workers to take their savings and go hide in the belt. There are
rumors of "black" colonies which are unknown to the authorities and presumed to be hostile...

Like technology, popular culture has largely stagnated but for different reasons. Excessively
long copyright terms combined with authoritarian enforcement of copyright laws have
reduced incentives for companies to find or promote new franchises. The fact that world
demographics have gone much more grey than present is another factor in this cultural
conservatism. This is a world filled with nostalgia, sequels and alot less original content than
now.

***************************************************************

With national sovereignty bein less important there are two main distinctions, Federation and
non-Federation. Federation areas are safe, clean, orderly and well-policed compared to 2012
norms. The "First world" includes Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Russia, Uruguay and a Korean
Confederacy. India and China aren't yet fully at first world levels but are roughly at 30% of
first world income levels on average for the first and 45% for the second. All federation
member states are democracies, albeit ones with strong national security states and intrusive,
cheese-paring bureaucracies. The norm is of course semi-capitalist nanny states with an
America that's partially reversed it's post-reagan turn away from "big government" as being
the most free market example.

Most states outside of the Federation are of course failed states and wastelands. The islamic
world has collapsed into a patchwork of failed states from Morocco to Pakistan. Africa has
experienced a biblical-level dieoff thanks to HIV combined with the west no longer caring
about failed states. In fact, much of Africa has fallen to pre-Burton levels of population and
organization. The big exception is South Africa, which is roughly at a middle income
standard of living but is the single largest chunk of political organization in the dark
continent. The "Death Wall" barrier between the rest of the planet and Federation is an
impressive barrier of surveillance cameras, artillery and armed guards. Federation's member
states have no desire for the chaos of outside to spread in.
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